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with the right tools and knowledge, you can make your car or truck better than it was when it was new. there is no reason to "lose" your car if you don't have to. in fact, there is every reason to drive it safely and enjoy it for years to come. this is hands down, the best download for me and i have done a ton of
installs on non-tech savvy women. what blew me away at first is that the program actually captures what you are doing along the way. for example, you choose replace a spark plug and then all it does is prompt you for the brand, size, and type. that information is all recorded automatically. again, truly a time

saver! only con i can see is the initial download is quite large, but the xtra downloads are tiny. easy to use and the price is very reasonable. i have used alldatadiy on my ford f-150 which has the 2.3l engine and i have the 2006-2010 model. i found that the services that they have available covered almost
every scenario on my truck which was really great. i purchased alldatadiy to replace an old car with a new, updated computer program. i found the system to be very easy to use, the information was right up to date, and it gave me what i needed to take my car to the next level! alldatadiy is hands down, my
favorite repair book. i couldn't find anything on the web that was as easy to use, or gave me the information i needed. i just signed up for a second subscription and i'm going to continue reading this forever. i had researched alldata online and found their information on alldata hooked, but was sceptical of the

reliability of online sources. their product package of three manuals was reasonably priced and is an economical way to keep up to date on the latest maintenance and repair procedures.
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